
From: Tony Soares
To: Thompson, Alexis
Subject: 3/10 Zoning Board Meeting Comments
Date: Tuesday, March 9, 2021 11:33:19 AM
Attachments: SKM-C454e21030313090.pdf

Hello Alexis Thompson,

Please submit this email and the attached pdf to the documents concerning Mr. Scott Aceto (
Applicant/owner) of 8 Gotham Court and 283 Carpenter St. for review by the Zoning Board
meeting on the 10th of March 2021.

I have major concerns about the lack of integrity from this property investor. I’ve had several
problems with this absentee landlord’s tenants and construction crews. 

Mr. Aceto rented his second floor unit to a drug dealer.  The tenant brought unwanted traffic
to the dead end street of Gotham court and a slew of violence. The police were called to 283
Carpenter St. several times for Domestic issues and fireworks violations and by the end of the
summer the fire department was called for a fire on Gothom Ct.. Me and my neighbors who
are mostly owner occupied tried to reach out to Mr. Aceto but he never responded back. It
wasn’t till after a shooting on Carpenter Street that left a gun man shot in the face and running
through my backyard leaving a trail of blood around my house that he contacted a neighbor. 

This summer I noticed a strange smell along my fence. After inspecting the fence I realize that
oil had been dumped on the other side of the fence and it ran down into my yard. There was so
much oil that the fence soaked up oil forming  a 4 foot high oil line. I immediately contacted
the authorities. Upon their inspection Mr. Aceto- was given a violation. 

I feel that Mr. Aceto - does not care about the families or neighbors in this neighborhood. I
urge that the zoning board to deny this variance. Mr. Aceto still has an open violation on said
8 Gotham Ct.  with RI DEM. 

Best Regards,
Antonio Soares Jr.

10 Grant St., and 4 Gotham Ct. 
Providence, RI 02909
401-569-6213

mailto:tsawsjr@gmail.com
mailto:Athompson@providenceri.gov
















































































